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LePetomane Gas 

Introduction 

LePetomane Gas is a distributor of welding and other industrial gasses.  It serves customers within a 160 

mile radius of its distribution center.  The distribution center receives empty cylinders from customers 

(the cylinders themselves are owned by LePetomane), cleans and tests them, refills them, and prepares 

full cylinders for shipment.  The customer’s empty cylinders are picked up by the company’s delivery 

drivers when they deliver full cylinders and returned to the distribution center on their trip home. 

Deliveries are made by company drivers in a fleet of company-owned trucks.  There are no regular, 

recurring routes.  Delivery schedules and routes are dependent on each week’s customer demand and 

vary from week to week.  Trucks departing the distribution center are always scheduled to make 

multiple deliveries.  Delivery costs make up 20% of the company’s overall activity cost.   

 

Challenges and objectives  

LePetomane has a cost system based on a causality-based cost model to determine the cost of each 

cylinder of gas as it leaves the distribution center.  As a consequence, the company is confident that it 

has an accurate measure of gross margin on each product it sells and for each customer it serves.  

Management is concerned, however, that this does not provide them with an accurate measure of 

customer profitability and the information necessary to effectively manage revenue.  They understand 

that a customer receiving one delivery each week costs a lot more to serve than one receiving one 

delivery each month.  Similarly, they understand that delivering to a customer located 160 miles from 

the distribution center costs more than delivering to a customer located “just down the street.”  They do 

not, however, have a cost model that will enable them to attribute the 20% of activity cost related to 

deliveries to individual customers making it impossible for them to accurately measure each customer’s 

value to the company. 

Management determined that they needed to develop a cost model for assigning delivery costs to 

customers if they were to manage their portfolio of customers effectively and assigned the task to their 

controller.  The controller immediately engaged the consultant he had worked with to develop the cost 

model for their in-house operations.  Together with the company’s manager of delivery operations they 

formed the delivery cost model development team. 

 

Method  

The new costing model was developed consistent with the focus of the Profitability Analytics Center of 

Excellence’s (PACE’s) Profitability Analytics Framework, which stresses the importance of developing 

managerial costing models based on the causality principle, holistic management of cost and revenue 

drivers, and the use of both operational and financial data to guide the formulation of market and 

operational strategies. 
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Establish Cost Model Objective 

In considering how to best cost delivery operations, the team first locked in the overall objective of the 

delivery cost model’s output; namely, to better measure and understand customer profitability.  The 

goal was not necessarily to calculate the cost of each individual delivery.  The company had few, if any, 

one-off customers; customers would receive anywhere from two to twenty-four deliveries annually.  As 

a result, a reasonably accurate average cost per delivery would provide the level of accuracy needed to 

measure customer profitability over time.   

Once the objective was settled, the team then began exploring the factors that made one delivery more 

costly than another – the “drivers” of delivery costs.  

The Three D’s – Distance, Density and Difficulty 

The first factor identified was distance from the distribution center.  A delivery to the customer located 

160 miles from the distribution center would obviously cost more than a delivery made to the one three 

blocks away.  Distance might be the only, or at least primary, factor if deliveries were made one at a 

time.  But they aren’t.  One truckload might make several stops at local customers while on a circuit that 

includes stops at one or more distant customers.  Over time, however, it will require more cost to travel 

to customers farther away so distance was locked in as one of the “drivers” of transportation cost. 

The second factor identified was the density of customers in a particular region.  It is unlikely that the 

cost of transporting product to an isolated customer far from the distribution center can be shared with 

another customer in that region if there are few, if any, other customers nearby.  The possibility of 

sharing that cost increases, however, if the region contains a dense cluster of customers.  Over time, the 

possibility of sharing transportation cost increases as the density of customers increases so density was 

locked in a the second “driver” of transportation costs. 

A third factor was identified, although it is not a factor in the delivery’s transportation cost.  It is a factor 

that consumes the cost of a driver’s time.  Once a driver arrives at a customer’s facility he must unload 

and deliver the product.  At some customers, the driver drives straight to the receiving dock, unloads the 

cylinders, handles the paperwork, and heads out to the next customer on the route.  At others, the 

driver must wait in a line upon arrival at the customer’s facility, unload the cylinders when he finally gets 

to the customer’s dock, move the cylinders to the appropriate location within the customer’s facility, 

and then handle the paper work before setting out for the next customer.  The range of time at the 

customer’s site can range from fifteen minutes to ninety minutes.  This factor was identified as delivery 

difficulty and deemed a “driver” of the delivery driver’s cost. 

Delivery Zones 

The team began by addressing the two drivers that related to transportation cost.  Their first task was to 

prepare a map showing the location of each of the LePetomane’s customers and segregating those 

customers into zones based on their distance from the distribution center and density of customers in 

the region.  The result is shown in Figure 1.  
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Zone A was comprised of customers within 50 miles of the distribution center.  The density of these 

customers was relatively consistent so the team determined that it need not be divided any further 

based on density.  Zone B was comprised of customers between 50 and 100 miles from the distribution 

center.  Although the density consistency of customers in this zone was less than in Zone A, the team 

decided that the difference was not great enough to warrant sub-dividing the zone and further.  A third 

zone was initially established for customers over 100 miles from the distribution center, but there was a 

marked difference in the density of customers in this region.  Density was greater in the two mid-sized 

cities that fell inside the zone than in the balance of the zone.  Customers in and around these two cities 

were classified as being in Zones C1 and C2 – distant, but dense zones.  The balance of the outlying 

customers were classified as being in Zones D1 and D2.  The team decided that for costing purposes 

Zones C1 and C2 would be treated as a single Zone C and that Zones D1 and D2 would be treated as a 

single Zone D. 

 

Figure 1 – Customer Locations / Zones 

 

Estimated Transportation Hours by Zone 

In order to assign transportation costs to customers in each Zone, the team decided to use estimated 

transportation hours as a base.  They would estimate transportation hours related each Zone, distribute 

transportation costs in proportion to those hours and then divide each Zone’s transportation cost by the 

number of deliveries to arrive at a transportation cost per delivery.  In estimating the hours, the team 

decided to assume that each delivery circuit delivered product to only one zone.  For example, it was 

assumed that a truck would depart for a two-day circuit to Zone D, make its deliveries and then return 

to the distribution center.  Although this is not the way deliveries were actually made, it was believed 
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that the resulting hours would be representative of the proportionate transportation effort among the 

four Zones.  The team’s calculations are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 – Total Transportation Hours by Zone 

The inputs for each Zone were: Annual Stops, Average Stops per Day, Average Circuit Days, Zone 

Commute Hours, and Average Inter-Stop Hours.  Dividing the Annual Stops by the Average Stops per Day 

determined the number of Days Zone Visited.  The Days Zone Visited divided by the Average Circuit Days 

resulted in the Annual Zone Trips.  The Annual Zone Trips times the Zone Commute Hours provided an 

estimate of the Total Zone Commute Hours.  In-Zone Transport Hours were estimated by subtracting 

one from the Average Stops per Day, multiplying the result by the Average Inter-Stop Hours and 

multiplying that product by the Days Zone Visited.  The sum of the Total Zone Commute Hours and the 

In-Zone Transport Hours resulted in the Total Transport Hours. 

On-Site Delivery Hours 

The team next estimated the number of on-site delivery hours by difficulty category.  Total on-site 

delivery hours were necessary to distribute driver cost between distance- and density-driven 

transportation activities and the difficulty-driven on-site delivery activity.  Hours by difficulty category 

were necessary to distribute the cost of on-site delivery activity among the three categories.  Through 

interviews with the company’s drivers each customer was assigned to one of the three delivery difficulty 

categories and their input used to assign the 5,923 annual stops to the appropriate category.  The 

drivers also assisted the team in estimating an average time per stop for each of the activities.  The 

team’s calculations are shown in Figure 3. 

   

Figure 3 – Total On-Site Delivery Hours by Difficulty Category 
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Validation of results 

As a test to determine the reasonableness of the team’s hour estimates, the 5,960 total hours (2,248 

transportation + 3,712 on-site delivery) were compared to the 6,210 total on-the-job hours the drivers 

were actually paid for during the year.  The 4.2% difference gave them further confidence in their 

estimates. 

Cost Assignment to Delivery Activities 

The team’s next task was to assign the company’s $214,415 of delivery costs to the appropriate delivery 

activities.  Figure 4 summarizes the distribution of these costs. 

 

Figure 4 – Distribution of Delivery Costs 

 

Because overnight travel costs only related to deliveries in Zones C and D, they were assigned directly to 

those Zones in proportion to their Annual Zone Trips (from Figure 1 – 39.8 trips to Zone C : 34.4 trips to 

Zone D).   

Delivery driver-related costs (Wages, Payroll Taxes, and Fringe Benefits) and delivery-driver related 

distributions (Human Resources and Supervision) were split between Transportation and On-Site 

Delivery in proportion to the estimated hours calculated for each (from Figure 1 – 2,248 hours 

Transportation : 3,712 hours On-Site Delivery).  

The result was $124,534 related to customer distance and density, $85,101 related to delivery difficulty 

and $2,546 and $2,216 directly assignable to Zone C and D respectively. 
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Development of Costing Rates 

With this information, the team proceeded to develop delivery costing rates as outlined in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6. 

 

Figure 5 – Delivery Distance & Customer Density Costing Rates 

 

The estimated transportation hours related to each zone were used to distribute the transportation 

costs and the overnight travel costs added to Zones C and D.  The total cost assigned to each zone were 

then divided by the annual stops in each zone to arrive at a distance and density cost per stop. 

 

Figure 6 – Delivery Difficulty Costing Rates 

 

The estimated on-site hours for each delivery category were used to distribute the on-site delivery costs.  

The cost assigned to each category were then divided by the number of stops to arrive at an on-site 

delivery cost per stop. 
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Customer Delivery Rate Table 

The two sets of rates were then combined into the Customer Delivery Rate Table shown in Figure 8.  

Each customer was then assigned a “cost per delivery” based on their Zone and Delivery Difficulty 

category.  The number of deliveries made to each customer were then used to assign the company’s 

$214,415 of delivery cost to each individual customer. 

      

Figure 7 – Customer Delivery Costing Rates 

 

Impact of Delivery on Customer Profitability 

Figure 8 shows the impact delivery cost had on five of LePetomane’s customers that each had pre-

delivery profit margins of 15%.   

 

Figure 8 – Impact of Delivery on Customer Profitability 
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As might be expected, easy monthly deliveries to Customer A in Zone A had little impact on its post-

delivery margin.  On the other hand, bi-monthly difficult deliveries to lower-volume Customer B in Zone 

D had a substantial impact on its post-delivery margin.  It eroded away 57% of it margin to only 6.5%.  

The impact on Customers C, D and E fell between those of A and B.   

The team, however, knew that the ultimate purpose of understanding delivery cost and customer 

profitability was not just its measurement, but its use in improving overall company profitability.  So 

they did an experiment using Customer E’s information. 

They first projected the impact of convincing Customer E to go from monthly deliveries to bi-monthly 

deliveries.  The result is shown in the column headed Customer E1.  Such a move would increase their 

post-delivery margin by 2.2 points to 12.9%.  If the company could also work with them to reduce on-

site delivery time the margin would increase another .4 points to 13.3%. 

Epilogue 

The team realized that changes in each individual customer’s behavior would not immediately have a 

significant impact on profitability.  Many of the costs related to delivery were fixed and would not 

change based on a single customer’s change in delivery habits.  They believed, however, that the 

cumulative impact of working with individual customers through pricing incentives and disincentives as 

well as eliminating potentially low-lifetime-value customers would ultimately lessen the impact delivery 

costs had on overall company profitability. 

Armed with the newly developed information, the team presented their results to management along 

with a list of suggestions as to how the new insight could be used to modify customer behavior in ways 

that would reduce delivery cost and improve profitability. 

During the three years that followed the team’s analysis, price increases were obtained from numerous 

Zone C and D customers, many customers changed their ordering habits to avoid price increases, pricing 

concessions were granted to several larger customers in exchange for changes in their ordering behavior 

and other steps were taken to modify the company’s routing practices to minimize the cost of deliveries. 

At the end of three years, sales had increased by 25% while delivery costs remained the same.  Delivery 

costs as a percentage of total activity costs declined to less than 17% and post-delivery margins 

continued to improve.   
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